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Agenda
• New Annex A – Bubble Inception Temperature – Why changes?
• Call for development of DEFINITIONS clause
• Why to change Clause 7?
• Why to modify Annex G and move it to merge with Clause 7?
• Few examples of loading charts generated by new computer code
• Computer code as an open source (Zack Draper)
• Few words about the code development and its status (Zack)
• New business
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Why to change Annex A
https://www.transformerscommittee.org/subcommittees/insulationlife/

Annex A update
Annex A Discussion
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Changes made to Annex A
• Corrected mathematical errors in bubble inception temperature
model
• Updated text and examples
• Added paragraphs about assumptions and model limitations
• Included example and BIT curve chart
• Provided corresponding references
• Added two key references – Fessler’1989 and Hill’2019
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What yet to be done
• Coordinate changes with C57.162
• Place the draft on the committee website for review
• Wait for feedback
• Respond to feedback
• Make final changes
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Definitions
Current definitions
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Proposed definitions (con’t)
transformer insulation life:
The total time (in hours/days/years?) between the initial state for which the transformer insulation is considered new and the final state
for which the insulation has deteriorated to the level of the high probability of dielectric failure.

NOTE: There are no definitions in the Guide for “expected”, “required”, “normal”, “useful”, “estimated”,
“predicted”, “life expectancy”, “minimum life expectancy”
Discussion:
It is common understanding that the life of a transformer is the life of its insulation.

Referring to a transformer as a whole, I personally like “remaining useful life” (RUL). This term is common across many
technical and engineering fields and has a solid and well-accepted definition.
The Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of an asset is the estimated length of time remaining before it will need to be replaced.

Note: the use of the word “estimated” – not “expected.” So here it is:
Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of a transformer
the estimated length of time remaining before it will need to be replaced.
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Proposed definitions
• hotspot
if not specially defined, the hottest temperature of the windings.
NOTE: Currently, the Guide uses “hot-spot”, “hot spot”, “hotspot” and “the hottest spot” in the same meaning. My preference is the
most concise term, “hotspot”.

Discussion on aging acceleration factor (Faa)
This term was taken from the field of accelerated aging tests where it is appropriate. In reality, a transformer operates most of the time
at a reduced aging rate - not accelerated.

thus the correct term is :

• relative aging rate (this proposed definition is an extended version from the latest IEC Loading Guide)
The rate at which the transformer insulation aging is reduced or accelerated compared with the aging rate at reference values of one or
more impacting factors, such as hotspot, moisture, acidity, etc.

If we decide to use the relative aging rate with relation to hotspot temperature only (i.e. influence of H2O,
acidity, O2 is neglected), then the definition becomes:
• relative aging rate
The rate at which the transformer insulation aging is reduced or accelerated compared with the aging rate at reference hotspot
temperature.
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Proposed definitions (con’t)
Standard RUL
the RUL determined in accordance with IEEE Std C57.12.00, which represents the industry-proven system with the time length of
180,000 hours (20.5 years), known as “minimum life expectancy”.

percent loss of life
the equivalent aging in hours over a time period (usually 24 hrs) times 100 divided by the total insulation life in hours at the reference
hotspot temperature.

overload
operating/loading/running a transformer above its nameplate maximum power rating.
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Why thermal modelling is important?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Transformers are loaded by temperature” V . Montsinger
Compliance with the temperature limits (tables C12.00.00)
Check on temperature rise guarantee
Prediction of loading/overloading capability
Prediction of accelerated aging
Prediction of bubble evolution temperature
Estimation of thermal performance
Execution of Thermal protection
Optimization of Cooling control
Monitoring of Cooling efficiency
Prediction of moisture of solid insulation
Prediction of dielectric integrity of oil at cold load pick up
Estimation of risk of failure related to combination of moisture and
temperature effects on transformer operation
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Why to change Clause 7 thermal model equations
• The answer is in unpublished S’2019 presentation
• Perhaps reviewing and posting it on the website will solve the
problem
• Nevertheless, I will briefly rehash that presentation
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28 June 1917

Montsinger, V. M. Cooling of Oil-Immersed Transformer Windings after Shut-Down, in Transactions of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, vol.36, pp. 711-734, January-December 1917.
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28 June 1917 con’t

Montsinger, V. M. Cooling of Oil-Immersed Transformer Windings after Shut-Down, in Transactions of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, vol.36, pp. 711-734, January-December 1917.
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Newton’s Law of Cooling: 1701
The rate of heat loss of a body by cooling is proportional to the
excess of temperature of the body above the ambient
temperature

q=dQ/dt ∝ -(θ – θa)

(A)

where q is heat flux - rate of heat flow (W/m2)
It is also known as

dθ/dt = -k(θ – θa) (B)
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Montsinger vs Newton
Montsinger

Newton

𝑑∆𝜃(𝑡)
𝑑𝜃(𝑡)
= −k 𝜃 𝑡 − 𝜃𝑎
= −k 𝜃 𝑡 − 𝜃𝑎 (𝑡)
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡
Fundamentally flawed! VS
Natural Convection
𝑑𝜃(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

= −k 𝜃 𝑡 − 𝜃𝑎 (𝑡)
Dulong and Petit, 1817
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n

n = 1.233

Cooney 1925
“The loss stored at time t is C dΘ/dt, where C
is the thermal capacity of the body being heated”

Note:

Cooney, W. H., “Predetermination of Self-Cooled Oil-Immersed Transformer Temperatures Before
Conditions are Constant”, AIEE Transactions, vol. 44, pp. 611–618, 1925.
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1945: First Loading Guide

AIEE Transformer Subcommittee, Guides for Operation of Transformers, Regulators, and Reactors, AIEE
Transactions, vol. 64, pp. 797–805, disc. p. 957, Nov. 1945
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1945 Loading Guide

2019 Loading Guide
Draft
Clause 7
The hottest-spot temperature is assumed to consist of three
components given by the following equation

(7)
The top-oil temperature rise at a time after a step load change is given
by the following exponential expression containing an oil time
constant:

(9)
(10)
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SCE – mid 1970-ties: Overload tests
SCE performed measurements of transformer temperature rises on a
number of transformers at loads beyond nameplate rating to verify the
ability of the transformers to withstand possible overload contingencies.
It was observed that the temperatures measured on transformers under
various loads did not correlate well with the temperatures predicted by
the equations and charts in loading guide IEEE Std C57.92- 1981.
This observation was reported [*] to the IEEE Transformers Committee
with a request that the accuracy of the equations used in the loading
guides be reviewed.
________________________
* Letter from Paul Q. Nelson, Southern California Edison Co., to R. Veitch, Chair, Working Group on Thermal
Test, IEEE/PES Transformers Committee, 22 March 1976.
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Mid 1980-ties: Theoretical Thermal Diagram (IEC)
ΘG= ΘD+ΔΘAD+ ΔΘFA+ ΔΘGF
A

Top oil

E

Bot oil

D

F G

ΘD- Ambient temperature
ΘA - top oil temperature
ΘB - Bottom oil temperature
ΘC – Average winding temperature by resistance
ΘE = (ΘA + ΘB )/2
ΘF = ΘA + ΘC - ΘE
ΔΘCD < 65 K
ΔΘAD < 65 K
ΔΘGD < 80 K

C

Assumptions :

B

ΔΘAD
ΔΘCD

ΔΘFA

ΔΘGF Θ [°C]

ΘD – constant
ΔΘCE – positive constant
ΔΘGF – positive constant
Average winding temperature by resistance is
at the same height as ΘE

ΔΘGD
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Reality is ‘a bit’ more different
(example of a disk winding with diverting washers)
IEC model (oil and winding)
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Source : CIGRE TB 659 WG A2.38 2016

Lin Pierce work of 1992 -1994
1)

The temperature distribution within helical or disc type windings is not a linear variation with height. For
OA and FA cooling, the temperature distribution – (ONAN and ONAF) consists of a number of peaks and
valleys up the winding height.

2)

The temperature distribution for OA and FA cooling may shift with load. The location of the hot spot may
change during overloads.

3)

The temperature distribution for FOA cooling was consistent for all values of load. The location of the hot
spot does not change during overload.

4)

During overloads the oil duct temperature rises rapidly at a time constant equal to the winding time
constant.

5)

For OA and FA cooling, the top oil rise over bottom oil rise at steady state conditions can be used to
determine the duct oil rise during overloads provided all windings in the transformer have similar heat
flux.

6)

For OA and FA cooling, the exponent for duct oil rise calculations may be determined from heat run data
at two values of load.
1.

Pierce L. W. An Investigation of the Thermal Performance of an Oil Filled Transformer Winding. IEEE Transactions on
Power Delivery 7 (3): 1347–58, 1992.

2.

Pierce L. W. Predicting Liquid Filled Transformer Loading Capability, IEEE Trans. on Industry Applications, Vol. 30, No.
1, Jan./Feb. 1994, pp. 170-178.
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Improved Top Oil Model - 1997

Paper is revising the IEEE/ANSI C57.115 model of 1991
However, in the Forward of C57.115 we read : The equations given in Section 3 are from IEEE C57.921981 and have been in general industry use for many years. However, questions have now been raised
on the accuracy of these equations, and a task force has been set up within the IEEE Transformers
Committee to review the state of the art in this area.
__________________
Lesieutre, B. C. , W. H. Hagman, and J. L. Kirtley, Jr., An improved transformer top oil temperature model for use in an
on-line monitoring and diagnostic system, IEEE Trans. on Power Delivery, Vol. 12, No. 1, Jan. 1997, pp. 249-256.
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Improved Top Oil Model – 1997 (cont)
• However data recently collected from large transformers in the field
indicate that the IEEE/ANSI top oil temperature rise over ambient
temperature model is not as accurate as desired for an on-line
monitoring system and fails to capture some basic thermal
phenomenon
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Modified top oil and hotspot temperature models
Top Oil
1

𝜏𝑡𝑜
2

𝑑𝛥𝜃𝑡𝑜ൗ𝑎

𝑑𝑡

1 + 𝐾 2𝑅
= −𝜃𝑡𝑜 + 𝜃𝑎 +
1+𝑅

𝑑𝜃𝑡𝑜
1 + 𝐾 2𝑅
𝜏𝑡𝑜
= −𝜃𝑡𝑜 + 𝜃𝑎 +
𝑑𝑡
1+𝑅

IEEE 1945, 1995

𝒏

∙ 𝛥𝜃𝑡𝑜ൗ𝑎,𝑟
New Clause 7

𝑛

∙ 𝛥𝜃𝑡𝑜ൗ𝑎,𝑟

Hotspot
1

𝑑∆𝜃𝑤ℎ𝑠
𝜏𝑤
= ∆𝜃𝑤ℎ𝑠/𝑡𝑜,𝑟 𝐾 2𝑚 − 𝜃𝑤ℎ𝑠 − 𝜃𝑡𝑜
𝑑𝑡

2

𝑑𝜃𝑤ℎ𝑠
𝜏𝑤
= ∆𝜃𝑤ℎ𝑠/𝑡𝑜,𝑟 𝐾 2𝑚 − 𝜃𝑤ℎ𝑠 − 𝜃𝑡𝑜
𝑑𝑡
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IEEE 1945, 1995

New Clause 7

Proposed modifications
1. Modify Clause 7 equations by fixing the error and converting into physics-based
differential-algebraic equations.
2. Convert Annex G algebraic equations in discrete form to continuous form
differential – algebraic equations.
3. Based on 1 and 2 above prove that Clause 7 model is a special case of Annex G
thermal model.
4. Combine modified Annex G and Clause 7 models and move them to New
Clause 7.
5. Incorporate New Clause 7 equations into computer code.
6. Host the computer code as an open source on IEEE SA Open - communitypowered platform for open source(OS) projects.
7. Maintain the Loading Guide open-source project by a team of volunteers.
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Annex G (New C7): Energy Conservation Law
The rate of increase of thermal energy stored in the transformer
and its components must equal the rate at which thermal energy is
supplied to the transformer from outside, minus the rate at which
thermal energy leaves the transformer, plus the rate at which
thermal energy is generated within the transformer

𝑑𝜃
𝐶
= 𝑄ሶ 𝑒𝑥𝑡 − 𝑄ሶ 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝑄ሶ 𝑔𝑒𝑛
𝑑𝑡
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Hotspot Temperature Comparison (300 min)
Old Clause 7

Annex G

Almost identical !

Hotspot Temperature Comparison (15 min)
Old Clause 7

Annex G

Substantial difference!

Key input parameters for AG and C7 thermal models
Parameter

Annex G Clause 7

Nameplate MVA
Load losses
No-load losses
Winding Eddy Losses
Stray Losses
Rated top oil temp. rise
Rated bottom oil temp. rise
Rated average oil temp. rise
Rated Average Winding Rise
Rated Hotspot Rise
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✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

Δ𝜃𝑏𝑜 has been always available!
𝜃𝑡𝑜 − 𝜃𝑏𝑜
𝜃𝑎𝑜 = 𝜃𝑡𝑜 −
2

(1)

𝜃𝑏𝑜 = 2𝜃𝑎𝑜 − 𝜃𝑡𝑜

(2)

Δ𝜃𝑏𝑜 = 𝜃𝑏𝑜 − 𝜃𝑎

(3)

Transformer Losses
No Load Loss
Total Loss

DC Loss
Winding
Eddy Current

Load Loss
Stray Loss

Other stray
losses
Guidelines for estimation required

What yet to be done
• Develop example based on real transformer data
• Write section on loading practices with examples
• Receive feedback on New Clause 7
• Develop Annex XXX – Historical background: thermal models
• Complete Definitions section
• Discuss and vote (if needed) on open-source project
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